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Buckys C++ Programming Tutorials - 2 - Understanding a Simple C++ Program. 13:52. Lesson 1: Write your first program here.
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Shows how to program the cgi-bin with C++ and C for more powerful connectivity to the Internet. This book provides methods to link the
power of compiled languages into Internet interfaces. CGI programs are the only way to obtain advanced server side capabilities and by
using C++ and C, real computer control from the Internet can be achieved. Shows how to link existing C++ and C code to HTML Gui
Internet capabilities. For C++ and C programmers working with CGI Internet programming. /* cgi_hello.cpp public domain WARNING:
untested code. */ #include using namespace std; void send_CGI_header(){ cout << "Content-type: text/html\n"; cout << "\n"; // this blank
line is a necessary part of the CGI protocol. } void send_contents(){ cout << "\n"; cout << "\n"; cout << "\n"; cout << "
Hello, world!\n"; // C strings can, with care, contain double-quote characters, newlines, etc. cout << "

Basically I'd like to see what other people use for C++ CGI programming. (Including backend database, like mysql++ or something else).
c++ cgi.Â I'm not sure exactly what you're looking for, but there is a C++ web framework called wt (pronounced "witty"). It's been kept
pretty much up to date and if you want robust C++ server-side code, this is probably what you're looking for. You can check it out and
read more at the wt homepage. P.S. You may have some trouble installing wt if you don't have experience with *nix or C++ libraries.
There are walkthroughs but since frameworks like these are the road less traveled, expect to hit a few bumps. share|improve this
answer. An introduction to writing CGI programs in the C language. The reader is assumed to know the basics of C as well as how to
write forms in HTML and to be able to install CGI scripts on a Web server.Â Even though the output is declared to be plain text, Internet
Explorer may interpret it partly as containing HTML markup. Thus, if someone enters data that contains such markup, strange things
would happen.Â Notice in particular the section Programs and Scripts: C and C++: Libraries and Classes , which contains libraries that
can make it easier to process form data. It can be instructive to parse simple data format by using code of your own, as was done in the
simple examples above, but in practical application a library routine might be better. UNIX Unleashed, Internet Edition. - 20 -. Developing
CGIs with C and C++. by David B. Horvath, CCP. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce you to creating CGI-BIN scripts using the C
and C++ programming languages. If you have read the preceding chapters (Chapter 18, "Developing CGIs with Shells," and Chapter 19,
"Developing CGIs with Perl"), you will notice duplication; part of this duplication is on purpose to provide a means of comparison. Some
of the duplication is a side effect because it is much easier for you to see the information in front of you instead of havi

